Purpose: To assess various computational phantom alignment techniques within Monte Carlo radiation transport models of pediatric fluoroscopically guided cardiac interventional studies. Methods: Logfiles, including all procedure radiation and machine data, were extracted from a Toshiba infinix-I unit in the University of Florida Pediatric Catheterization Laboratory for a cohort of 10 patients. Two different alignment methods were then tested against a ground truth standard based upon identification of a unique anatomic reference point within images co-registered to specific irradiation events within each procedure. The first alignment method required measurement of the distance from the edge of the exam table to the top of the patient's head (table alignment method). The second alignment method fixed the anatomic reference point to be the geometric center of the heart muscle, as all 10 studies were cardiac in nature. Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations were performed for each patient and intervention using morphometry-matched hybrid computational phantoms for the reference and two tested alignment methods. For each combination, absorbed doses were computed for 28 organs and root mean square organ doses were assessed and compared across the alignment methods. Results: The percent error in root mean square organ dose ranged from À57% to +41% for the table alignment method, and from À27% to +22% for the heart geometric centroid alignment method. Absorbed doses to specific organs, such as the heart and lungs, demonstrated higher accuracy in the heart geometric centroid alignment method, with average percent errors of 10% and 1.4%, respectively, compared to average percent errors of À32% and 24%, respectively, using the table alignment method. Conclusions: Of the two phantom alignment methods investigated in this study, the use of an anatomical reference point -in this case the geometric centroid of the heart -provided a reliable method for radiation transport simulations of organ dose in pediatric interventional cardiac studies. This alignment method provides the added benefit of requiring no physician input, making retrospective calculations possible. Moving forward, additional anatomical reference methods can be tested to assess the reliability of anatomical reference points beyond cardiac centered procedures.
INTRODUCTION
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, approximately 1%, or about 40,000, births in the U.S. annually are impacted by congenital heart defects (CHDs), structural problems which arise from abnormal formation of the heart muscle or major blood vessels. 1 Approximately 25% of CHDs are considered to be critical and require interventional procedures in the first year of life. The present survival rate of children born with critical CHDs is 75% to age 1 yr, and 69% to age 18 yr. 1 Catheter-based fluoroscopy-guided cardiac interventions are routinely performed on newborns, children, and adolescents with CHDs, with multiple procedures being fairly common. 2 Among the many risks to be managed in the care of these patients is the risk that is associated with radiation exposure to radiosensitive organs and tissues.
Monte Carlo (MC) methods are well suited for patient organ dosimetry studies in pediatric cardiac interventions. These methods involve coupling a MC radiation transport code to an anatomic computational model of the patient selected from either a limited series of reference phantoms matched by patient's age and gender, 3 or a library of phantoms matched to patient's body morphometry. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Provided that the exposure geometry and x-ray energy spectra are well known, computational dosimetry methods overcome the challenges of in vivo (i.e., the placement of dosimeters inside living tissue) and in situ (i.e., clinical access to x-ray beams) patient dosimetry.
Organ dosimetry in interventional fluoroscopy has been historically limited to the use of measured dose metrics (e.g., kerma-area product) and organ dose coefficients (organ dose per unit dose metric) assessed for fixed x-ray spectra, field sizes, field orientations, and computational reference phantoms. [9] [10] [11] With the release of the radiation dose structured report (RDSR) in 2005, the medical imaging community was offered a new way to store information on fluoroscopic irradiation events, including both exposure data and the irradiation geometry, that are unique to both the procedure and the patient. These reports can thus be used to assess organ dose in a much more refined and patient-specific manner. 12, 13 A complete list of the RDSR attributes can be found in Report 61910-1 of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). 14 Older units, not in compliance with the IEC standard for RDSRs, may receive software updates to generate a file that stores information similar to that of the RDSR. The Toshiba Medical Systems solution for legacy equipment was to create a proprietary internal logfile that contains various radiation metrics. 2 Internal logfile reports are generated at the completion of a study and include detailed information on the patient, study, series, and acquired images. For each actuation of the equipment's irradiation switch (an irradiation event), a new line of information is written to the logfile. The recorded information includes the acquisition plane, beam energy, source angulation, dose-area product, and table coordinates. These structured reports provide the necessary information to reconstruct each irradiation event using MC methods to determine individual patient organ dose.
One important item needed for a MC radiation transport simulation of the imaging procedure, but that is not provided in either the internal logfile report or in modern RDSR files, is the three-dimensional (3D) location of the patient relative to the fluoroscopy examination table and thus the x-ray tube. Decisions on the position and orientation of the computational patient phantom must be made outside of information gathered from logfiles or RDSRs. Current dosimetry tools, limited to dosimetry of the skin, have attempted to address this issue by allowing an offset distance for the patient phantom graphic to be entered numerically or graphically for the 3D coordinates relative to the tabletop. [15] [16] [17] [18] In studies by Khodadadegan et al., skin dosimetry was aided with patient measurements of (a) the distance along the lateral edge of the table to the superior most point of the patient's head and (b) the offset distance between the patient's sagittal plane and longitudinal midline of the table. 19, 20 Similarly, these types of measurements have been used towards the development of the UF-RIPSA and UF-MODS fluoroscopic skin and organ dosimetry systems, 12, 21 but without the benefit of an assessment of dose accuracy related to uncertainties in the positioning of the virtual patient.
In this study, we use a cohort of pediatric cardiology patients to explore three different methods of phantom positioning in MC-based radiation transport models of fluoroscopic organ dosimetry. Two alignment methods -one based on measurements of head position on the exam table, and another one based on identification of the geometric center of the heart -are then compared to an assumed ground truth method based upon the cardiologist's identification of the procedure isocenter within images co-registered to specific logfile irradiation events. The assessment of the first two methods is based on geometric displacements in the x-, y-, and z-directions, as well as values of individual organ dose, relative to the third image-based alignment method.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Patient recruitment and logfile/image collection
Under the University of Florida (UF) IRB protocol #2014-00396, 10 patients were enrolled in this study after the attending cardiologist (JF) acquired informed consent during patient scheduling. Patients eligible for study were those scheduled for an intervention at the UF Health Pediatric Cardiac Catheterization Laboratory in an exam room equipped with a Toshiba Infinix cardiac biplane interventional unit. The logfiles from this angiographic system and associated image datasets from the picture archiving and communication system (PACS) were collected for each patient. The attending cardiologist was further asked to record (a) a description of each intervention, (b) the distance along the lateral edge of the table to the most superior position of the patient's head prior to imaging, and (c) a set of procedural images associated with the most common anatomic site of intervention. From these images, the attending cardiologist would identify the postprocedure set of frontal and lateral images that included specific anatomical reference points needed to register the patient coordinate system with that of the MC simulation model.
2.B. Phantom alignment methods
Three different phantom positioning methods were explored in this study. The first method aligned the patient phantom to the coordinate system using the table edgeto-patient head distance as recorded preprocedure by the physician. The second method of alignment employed an isocentric technique that projected the central ray of the most frequent x-ray projections through the centroid of the phantom's heart. The third method -to which the first two were compared -positioned the patient within the MC coordinate system based on an anatomical reference point selected by the physician on images co-registered to a given logfile irradiation event. It is worth noting that if a truly patient-specific computational phantom were available for dosimetry analysis -one that exactly matched the patient anatomy both externally and internally -then the method of phantom alignment would not be critical as each would give identical organ dose estimates. Fully patient-specific and whole-body phantoms, however, are never available for this purpose in FGIs. Consequently, the method of positioning does become important when one uses members from a phantom library that provide only an approximation of the patient anatomy. In this work, each study patient was appropriately matched by height, weight, and gender to one member of the UF/NCI hybrid computational phantom library as described by Geyer et al. 4 That single patient-matched phantom was then used in each of the three alignment methods described below. This work exclusively tests the UF/NCI phantom library within these various positioning methods, and thus, the information derived may not hold true for other phantom libraries, and independent validation studies are recommended.
2.B.1. Table alignment method
The Toshiba unit records table motion along a 3-axis coordinate system. However, these values are inserted within the logfile in a manner unknown to the user. To characterize these table coordinates, measurements were made that tracked the movement of the table relative to the x-ray beam isocenter. These measurements were then compared to the recorded values in the logfile to derive a translation operator that could relate the coordinate system used by the Toshiba unit to the established coordinate system of the MC simulation model. Figure 1 
2.B.2. Geometric center alignment method
The heart geometric center (GC) alignment method was established based on the type of procedures performed within the cardiac catheterization laboratory and their predicted site of intervention -the heart. Many of these procedures center on the heart muscle and subsequently the heart is the most imaged anatomic site. For this method, each patient was appropriately matched by height, weight, and gender to one member of the UF/NCI hybrid computational phantom library as described by Geyer et al. 4 For each computational phantom, the heart GC was approximated as the midpoint between the maximum and minimum extent of the heart in the x-, y-, and z-coordinates as given by:
Visualization of the heart GC point is shown in Fig. 2 . In this study, all but one of the procedures were cardiac-centered studies, and thus, it may be expected that the most frequent table coordinates recorded would occur when the heart muscle was being imaged. The table coordinate system was thus aligned with the MC coordinate system such that at the most common table coordinate, the centroid of the heart muscle was being irradiated. All changes in table location, such as movements away from the most frequent table coordinate, became a deviation from the heart GC.
2.B.3. Image-based reference alignment method
This reference alignment method, to be compared against the previous two tested alignment methods, used image registration to align the MC coordinate system with the patient coordinate system. In the reference method, the location of the phantom relative to the x-ray beam projections in the MC simulations would represent the best match in patient location as to the actual procedure being performed. For each of the 10 procedures, an image was acquired in both the frontal and lateral directions. The frontal and lateral images were matched to their respective irradiation event recorded within the logfile. A pediatric radiologist (DR) would then ascribe a central point, herein called the reference point, in the image and describe its location relative to the right side cardiophrenic angle [ Fig. 3(c) ], the posterior surface of the sternum [ Fig. 3(d) ], and the midpoint of the spinal column [ Fig. 3(d) ]. This process allowed the registration of the reference point seen within the images, to be aligned with the same anatomic location in the appropriately matched UF/NCI hybrid computational phantom, and thus, the MC simulation model. This process is graphically shown in Fig. 3 .
2.C. Comparison methodology and radiation transport simulations
Radiation transport was performed using the MC N-Particle eXtended (MCNPX) code requiring a simulation for each method outlined, including the reference method, for all enrolled patients. MCNP is a well-established radiation transport tool for both medical and occupational radiation dosimetry applications and is supported by the Los Alamos National Laboratory (https://mcnp.lanl.gov). The details of its application to the present study are given in Table II and follow the computational methodology reported in Marshall et al. 22 The energy deposition in 28 organs of interest for the two test methods were compared to the reference method, that is, image-aligned technique, using percent errors. Root mean square (RMS) organ doses were computed using absorbed doses to each of the 28 organs tallied. These single, RMS, method values were then used to compare agreement between the tested methods and the reference. Each simulation consisted of 75 9 10 6 particles performed in parallel over 12 central processing units on the University of Florida HiPerGator cluster while allotting 3500 MB of RAM per run. 
2.D. Statistical analysis
Test for normality was carried out using the Lilliefors test on the distributions of RMS percent errors and absorbed organ doses. The paired sample t test was used to compare RMS percent errors and absorbed organ doses distributions. The significance of all statistical tests was assessed at the 95% confidence level (a = 0.05). All analyses were carried out using MATLAB and the MATLAB Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox.
RESULTS
3.A. Patient demographics
The present study enrolled 10 patients -five boys and five girls -as shown in Table III . Cohort members ranged in age from 13-months to 16-years-old at the time of examination. The study procedures included left and right heart catheterizations (LHC/RHC), angiography, patent ductus arteriosus (PDA) closure, balloon dilation of the left pulmonary artery (LPA), atrial septal defect (ASD) closure, heart biopsies (BX), pulmonary hypertension (PHTN) evaluation, and assessment of the coronary arteries. The bulk of the cohort members underwent some form of LHC or RHC for indications relating to their CHDs. 27 These specific procedures provide the clinician diagnostic information regarding heart and lung function. 28 The patients' body mass index (BMI) was computed for the patients under the age of 2 yr using the World Health Organization's BMI-for-age growth standards. 3 The remaining patients' BMI values, above 2 yr of age, were computed using the CDC's BMI online calculator. 4 
3.B. Procedural isocenter differences
To better understand discrepancies in organ doses for the different patient phantom alignment methods, the geometric center of the heart was compared for each method. MC simulation inputs for each patient were analyzed and the heart GC was computed for the three patient positioning methods, as presented in Table IV . These values were computed by taking a difference between the heart GC of the two tested methods and the heart GC for the image-based reference alignment method.
Understanding these differences in heart GC values in relation to the patient and machine geometry is important for subsequent interpretations of organ dose differences. This information is also integral in interpreting the simulation geometry to explore specific procedure isocenter offsets impact on organ doses. The analysis assumes that the patient is lying supine on a table in the manner displayed in Fig. 1 . Table V summarizes the various heart geometric center relationships found in the computational phantom aligned via either the table or heart isocenter methods, and those found in the computational phantom aligned based on the imagederived reference point.
For example, a positive value in DX corresponds to an X dimension in the heart GC of the tested phantom which is larger than that found in the image-aligned phantom. Consequently, the tested table and phantom geometry are registered too far to the phantom's left. The appropriate correction required for this difference would include moving the table and phantom to the phantom's right. Conversely, a negative value of DX corresponds to an X dimension in the heart GC of the tested phantom which is smaller than that found in the image-aligned phantom. Consequently, the correction required for this difference would include moving the table and phantom to the phantom's left. Similar definitions and correction methods for positive and negative values of DY and DZ are summarized in Table V .
3.C. Organ absorbed dose differences
Patients were sorted by weight from lowest to highest and labeled #1 through #10, respectively. Graphical data displaying percent errors in organ absorbed dose from the two tested alignment methods to those following the image-aligned method are shown in Figs 4-7. Percent errors in organ dose following the table alignment method are displayed using blue dots, while those from the heart GC alignment method are displayed using yellow diamonds. A light blue triangle appears on the plots for patient #2 (11.3 kg, 18 week female) as these organ doses were calculated using an adjusted anatomical reference point (discussed below).
For the cardiac catheterization procedures examined in this cohort, the in-field organs were taken to be the heart and lungs. Both organs consistently ranked in the top five organs with the highest accumulated dose for each patient. 23 Source description The source is defined with the SDEF card as an anisotropic point source. The x-ray beam is further collimated to produce a diverging square field with the use of zero importance surfaces, for example, collimation surfaces. The spectra are defined at 1 keV bins up until the maximum peak tube potential. The relative intensity at each energy bin is defined using the irradiation event peak tube potential and characterized HVL to generate an equivalent spectrum. This spectrum defines relative intensity at each energy bin Number of histories and statistical uncertainties
The radiation transport was carried out until 7.50 9 10 7 particle histories were performed or until the computer time exceeded 72 h. The relative errors in the energy deposition tally were less than 5% for all organs in the x-ray field and within 15% for out-of-field organs We have included dose to the active bone marrow due to the organ's increased radiosensitivity in infancy compared to adults for hematopoietic malignancies. 29, 30 The esophagus was selected as the representative of an organ which is only partially in-field. Over all 10 patients, the esophagus appeared in the top five organs with the highest accumulated dose.
Absolute organ doses, from the reference method, are displayed for the 28 organs in Table VI . The performance of the individual alignment methods was based on organ dose relative error calculations. Percent errors in organ doses for each of the two tested methods are displayed in Tables VII and  VIII for comparison to the image-based alignment method. The RMS organ dose was further computed for each patient and alignment method to provide a single representative organ dose value. RMS dose calculations emphasize organs with higher absorbed dose making a strong single-value representation for alignment methodology comparison. These RMS dose values are displayed in Table IX and are compared to their image-aligned RMS dose values.
DISCUSSION
4.A. Organ dose comparison analysis
A comparison of the isocenter differences displayed in Table IV and the RMS organ doses of Table IX demonstrate that a small offset in phantom positioning from the absolute location can result in large organ dose discrepancies. The largest positioning difference seen in the table alignment technique corresponds to Patient #10 -the heaviest patient in the study -across all three coordinates. Likewise, this patient presents with larger percent organ dose errors for the table alignment method. The average absolute isocenter difference was calculated to be 4.67 cm for the table method and 3.65 cm for the heart GC method. This small, 1 cm, difference creates percent errors in median RMS dose values from the reference method (11.1 mGy) of 12.3% for the table technique (9.73 mGy) and 1.13% for the heart GC technique (11.0 mGy). These findings demonstrate positioning of the virtual patient in reference to the x-ray source is extremely important, and dosimetry may be improved through the use of anatomically aligning to the heart geometric centroid. RMS dose values were computed for each patient and alignment method to represent an average organ dose for each specific procedure. The calculation of a single representative value, as shown in Table IX , enables a direct comparison between the different alignment methods. In 8 of the 10 patients, the percent error in RMS dose was lowest for the heart GC alignment technique. In two cases, Patients #4 and #9, the percent error RMS dose was lower for the table alignment technique. For Patient #4, RMS dose percent errors were very small altogether, À0.28% for the table method versus +1.75% for the heart GC method. Patient #9 accrued overall the lowest organ doses during his clinical procedure. However, we observed no significant differences in averages between either method (Paired Sample t test, P = 0.65).
During physician review of the patient files, corresponding doses, and their organ dose differences, Patient #2 was identified as having undergone a non-heart centered procedure. The procedure performed was a PDA closure and the bulk of procedure time was spent on the pulmonary artery, a region located superior to the heart muscle. Resultantly, Patient #2 displayed large calculated organ dose percent errors for the two tested alignment methods. To test the concept of using a variable anatomic reference point, the attending cardiologist was asked for a more appropriate reference point for patient alignment in the reference method. The cardiologist thus suggested a change in the patient z alignment to use the trachea bifurcation as the reference point, citing that the x and y dimensions would not undergo corresponding change. This revised reference point is displayed in Fig. 8 . The results of this new anatomical reference point for Patient #2 can be seen in the tables marked with an asterisk and on the various graphs marked with a light blue triangle. This new reference point thus performed better than the previous heart GC reference point showing strong evidence that identification of procedure-specific organ reference points can reduce errors in organ dose estimates following MC radiation transport simulation.
This study found significant improvements in the organ dose estimations of both the heart and lung (P < 0.01 for both) using the heart GC technique. The mean percent error in heart and lung absorbed dose was 10.2% and 1.43%, respectively, whereas use of the table alignment technique underestimated the dose to these organs by over 20%. These improvements are likely due to the removal of measurement uncertainty, created each time the physician went to both measure and record the table edge-to-head distance in their files. Additionally, within the heart GC technique, the phantom's anatomical region of interest, namely the heart, was physically placed into the field of view of the unit. Both alignment methods provided comparable estimates of absorbed dose to the bone marrow and esophagus.
4.B. Positioning techniques pros and cons
The objective of this study was to find a clinically feasible and efficient alternative to the labor-intensive imagebased (reference) alignment method. The table alignment method offers the clinical application benefit of real-time accessibility to organ dose information. If the machine has real-time RDSR output capabilities and the machine isocenter has been previously measured, this information can be merged and used to display real-time dosimetry updates. This method also maintains several drawbacks for consideration. An accurate well-documented clinician input is crucial for this positioning method to work. When the clinical staff are preparing a patient and completing preprocedure tasks, recording of additional information requested by physics staff may not make their long list of preparation requirements. If the measurement is taken and recorded, however, it must be done accurately. Ideas such as the placement of a clear marked line on the exam table and pad, with subsequent positioning of the patient to that line, have been discussed as an alternative approach. However, in the pediatric cardiac catheterization laboratory, a mark for alignment with the top of the patient head would not be feasible due to the large variations in patient population size. Table placement relies heavily on patient size, such that taller patients tend to lie more towards the top of the table while smaller patients tend to lie lower down on the table. These differences enable the cardiologist to remain close to both the patient and fluoroscopic controls, while also providing the necessary space for the anesthesiologist to perform their procedure tasks.
The heart GC method has a few limitations as well, as the method is based on a general assumption of an anatomic locale partnered with procedure-specific variables exported from the system, post procedure. The current setup of anatomic localization means that it cannot be completed in real-time and must have the completed logfile information to both extract and assign those values. Previous publications that made an effort to address patient positioning, albeit for skin dose mapping, utilized various versions of the table alignment method. The heart GC method was created in this study as an alternative to the labor-intensive table alignment method. The strength of the heart GC technique method is in the elimination of clinician involvement. Once anatomical landmarks are set for each procedure identifier, the clinician is no longer needed to address each patient and maintain a record of table measurements prior to organ dosimetry computation. Additionally, the heart GC method removes measurement uncertainty associated with the characterization of the machine's isocenter and the physician's table measurement. This method can be completed with just a RDSR, and no additional information. This feature also confers additional benefit when considering retrospective dose reconstruction studies of cardiac catheterization patients where information on patient table positioning was not recorded.
4.C. Study limitations
Only a modest sample size was attained in this study for general proof of concept. Currently, these methods can only be applied to cardiac-centered procedures. However, this study made an effort to explore the idea of introducing anatomical landmarks for various other interventional procedures. Positive performance among the heart GC alignment group demonstrated that anatomical reference points can be used for phantom alignment within the building of the MC simulation geometry. Improvements in the centering technique with further refinement, as was demonstrated by the use of the trachea bifurcation in Patient #2, demonstrate the possibility for further improvements given more precise anatomical landmark data. Furthermore, the study results are most applicable to the use of the UF/NCI computational phantom library for this medical dosimetry application. Use of a more coarsely defined phantom library -such as the ICRP reference phantoms at nominal heights/weights and selected ages -would result in greater organ dosimetry errors as previously reported by Johnson et al. 31, 32 
4.D. Future study considerations
In future studies on this topic, the first consideration should be further refinement of the cardiac anatomical reference point. The patients treated in this cohort largely underwent either a right or a left heart catheterization. The authors will thus explore the feasibility and practicality of assigning two different GC points for right and left heart catheterizations, possibly separated by a few centimeters in the x-plane.
The concept and methods presented in using the heart GC as a procedural centering point can be expanded outside of cardiac-centered studies. Proof of the effectiveness of this method has encouraged the development of anatomical reference points for other common fluoroscopy procedures. A majority of FGI procedures are performed clinically in which a significant portion of the total fluoroscopy time is associated with a single anatomic region of imaging interest. Identifying and testing these points will be a primary focus in the future. To assist in this endeavor, the creation of a computer program that can request physicians' identification postprocedurally of an Refers to a change in the geometric center of the FGI procedure from heart to trachea bifurcation. anatomical point where the bulk of the procedure time was focused is currently underway. This program will enable the recording of procedural information and physician-assisted anatomical reference points leading to the development of an archive of anatomical reference points indexed to differing fluoroscopically guided interventions.
CONCLUSIONS
Currently, RDSR and logfiles are missing information needed to correctly align the patient models with the x-ray field in dosimetry studies. Previous studies have suggested the use of a table alignment method; however, this method would require input from the physics staff and additions to the clinical workflow. In this study, we examined the use of a heart GC method for cardiac studies that are primarily centered on the cardiac muscle. Both methods are comparable across the bulk of the organs studied, although for in-field organs, such as the heart and lungs, the heart GC alignment method performed better than the table alignment method. In addition, the heart GC method does not require a priori knowledge of the patient location on the table which minimizes the workload required for patient-specific dosimetry. These techniques may be further extended to other interventional studies in which the intervention site is well known and a subsequent GC may be developed -as was done for the PDA closure in which the trachea bifurcation was identified as the GC. The methods outlined may help promote dosimetry for in clinic applications of physician training, improved patient care, and for retrospective epidemiological studies studying radiation-related health outcomes.
